
Visitor Guidelines for Permanent Expositions and 
Exhibitions in Milan Dobes Museum

1. The exhibition area is open from Monday to Friday 10.00-18.00, weekends and public holidays 12.00-20.00.  Temporary changes to 
the opening hours will be posted on the Milan Dobes Museum website, or informed of in the press or other media in advance.

2. Information about admission, provided discounts and free admission is to be found at the ticket office and on the Milan Dobes 
Museum website.  Visitors pay for admission in cash in CZK, or on prior arrangement an invoice is issued.

3. The visitor is granted entry to all the exhibition areas of the Milan Dobes Museum on presenting a valid ticket.

4. Dolní oblast VÍTKOVICE, z.s. (hereafter Association) is entitled to take photographs of the visitors on the premises, which the visitor 
by entering the exhibition area of Milan Dobes Museum agrees to.  The Association is entitled to use the photographs solely for the 
promotional purposes of the Association and Milan Dobes Museum. Such promotional activity of the Association and Milan Dobes 
Museum is then mainly realized on the website, Facebook and in the printed media.

5. The visitor’s agreement with having their photographs taken and with a follow-up use of the photographs for promotional purposes is 
permanent.

6. By taking and using the photographs, no rightful interests of a person will be violated.

7. The exhibition area is under video surveillance.

8. For security reasons the number of visitors present at the exposition in one moment may be limited.  Organized groups may consist 
of 20 people maximum.  The visitors are obliged to follow the MDM staff and the Multifunctional Auditorium Gong security guards’ 
instructions.

9. Children under 15 may only visit the picture gallery escorted by a responsible adult.

10. Before entering the exhibition area, the visitor shall leave bulky personal belongings at reception of MDM (umbrellas, holdalls, bags 
and backpacks, including baby carriers).

11. It is forbidden to enter the exhibition area armed or with animals, except for a guide dog for the blind.

12. It is strictly forbidden to touch the exhibits on display, installations etc. and approach them more closely than at a 30 cm distance. 
The visitors may only touch the objects properly marked for these purposes.

13. Taking photographs of the exhibits on display on the MDM premises is only allowed without an external photoflash and tripod 
unless stated otherwise in some parts of the premises.  Shooting or taking photographs for professional purposes is only allowed on prior 
arrangement and with a written permission from the Association.

14. The visitor is obliged to keep the exhibition area clean and tidy.  The visitor is forbidden to eat, drink, smoke, make noise and disturb 
other visitors unless in parts of the premises specifically designated for these purposes.

15. People under the influence of alcohol and other narcotics and visitors who may damage the exhibits on display by their behaviour 
or endanger the safety of other visitors, are not granted entry to the picture gallery, or may be banished from the exposition.

16. Visitors may claim their stimulating suggestions immediately with the staff in charge.

17. In case of violating the respective regulations of the visitor guidelines, the visit to the exhibition area will be terminated.

The effective date of these visitor guidelines is 13 July 2017.


